Weeks 1, 32: Noah’s Ark

**Supplies**
- Bible

**Flannelgraph**
- Noah - 15
- Lions - 135
- Monkeys - 159
- Frogs - 170
- Rainbow - 183
- Boat - 225

**Story:** Genesis 6-9

Noah loved God. Noah obeyed God.

God told Noah, “I want you to build a really big boat.” Noah said, “Yes, God.”

Noah sawed the wood. Move child’s arm in sawing motion. Noah gathered a hammer and some nails. Pound, pound, pound. Pound child’s fisted hands together. The boat was all done. Raise child’s arms and cheer.


Noah and his family got in the boat. Then it started to rain. Pitter-patter. Pitter-patter. Move child’s arms downward with each word. It rained and rained.

One day it stopped raining. Stop moving child’s arms. Noah and his family and all of the animals got out of the boat. God took care of them. God put a beautiful rainbow in the sky to say “I love you.”

More information to Introduce Learning - ABCJesusLovesMe.com/ideas/how-to-teach

**Teachable Moment:**

Continue working on animal sounds and explain that all animals that you see were on Noah’s big boat.

Tell the Noah story whenever it rains and a rainbow appears.

Example from the ABCJesusLovesMe 1 Year Interactive Bible Stories
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